Introduction
In general, Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT) greatly increases the flexibility of test management. Scores are available immediately. Tests are individually paced so that a student does not have to wait for others to finish before going on to the next section. Self-paced administration also offers extra time for students who need it, potentially reducing one source of test anxiety.
In addition to having the advantages of computerized testing, CATs increase efficiency. Significantly less time is needed to administer CATs than a fixed-item test since fewer items are needed to achieve acceptable accuracy.
China has attached great importance to various exams since several thousand years ago. Because of the largest population in the world, the administration of almost every exam needs high efficiency. As you could expect, recently, the studies on CAT are very popular in Chinese Mainland. Chinese researchers care much about details of CAT, such as the psychometric models, the methods of estimating competency, termination rules, and item selection strategies. We also want to discuss the perspectives of CAT in Chinese Mainland.
Discussions on Different Psychometric Models and Methods of Estimating Competency
With the development of multimedia and Internet technology, the Computer Adaptive Test (CAT) technology combined with Item Response Theory (IRT) has aroused public concern. Xiao (2004) explained the basic theory of IRT, and gave a study of the implementation model of CAT system and the key technology to implement CAT by using JSP [1] .
Most of the researches of CAT are based on dichotomous scoring IRT model. A research team tried focusing on CAT under polychotomous scoring model. Zhou, Chen, and Ding (2005) successfully developed CAT based on Samejima Graded Response Model with Delphi and Access [2] .
Some People love the Rasch model, while some support the Birnhaum model. Deng, Cai, and Luo (2006) used the method of simulating data, estimate the value of ability with Rasch model and Birnhaum model respectively in the CAT [3] . They explored the Rasch model's robustness through comparing Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Average Deviation (AD) and correlations of ability between the Rasch model and the Birnhaum model. The results indicated the Rasch model in CAT was robust even if its assumption (equal item discrimination parameters) couldn't be satisfied.
A better paradigm to estimate competency in CAT was proposed after comparing several estimating methods (Conditional Maximum Likelihood Estimation, Bayes Modal a Posterior Estimation, and Bayes Expected a Posterior Estimation) using Monte Carlo simulation (Zhu and Ding, 2007) [4] . The results of Monte Carlo study showed that the improvement of estimating accuracy was obtained upon different and effective estimating method being adopted in the rough and accurate estimating stages.
Debates on Item Selection Strategies
Traditional Paper and Pencil Test can not effectively meet the requirement for estimating all the examinees abilities, but Computerized Adaptive Test can continuously estimate their abilities according to examinees' responses, and select the item adapting to their abilities; selecting item is the key to CAT. The paper (Cheng, and Wang, 2008) first introduced the concept and principles of CAT, and then focused on studying a method of selecting item and using item information function of CAT [5] .
The initial purpose of comparing item selection strategies (ISS) for CAT was to increase the efficiency of tests. As studies continued, however, it was found that increasing the efficiency of item bank using was also an important goal of comparing item selection strategies. These two goals often conflicted. The key solution was to find a strategy with which both goals could be accomplished. Following the work of Chang, et al. (1999 Chang, et al. ( , 2001 ) [6] [7], Wang, Ding, and Tan (2005) were interested in stratified strategies and length as termination rule. C-stratified is to stratify the items in the pool according to a-parameter and b-parameter with content-blocking. An item is selected which bparameter is matched with the currently estimated trait level. C-stratified can use the items in pool evenly and improve the security of CAT. The results of the experiment indicate that there are some advantages in that CAT: (1) there is more validity in controlling the item exposure, and the test is more security. (2) the target proportions of content area can be fulfilled for all examinees, (3) the variable length CAT is more efficient than the fixed length CAT [8] .
Dai, Chen, Ding, and Deng (2006) discussed several item selection strategies covering the above papers. The item selection strategies for graded response model in the study included: the average of the difficulty orders matching with the ability; the medium of the difficulty orders matching with the ability; maximum information; A stratified (average); and A stratified (medium). The results indicated that no matter difficulty parameters followed the normal distribution or even distribution, every type of item selection strategies designed in this research had its strong and weak points. In general evaluation, under the condition that items were stratified appropriately, A stratified (medium) (ASM) had the best effect [9] . Also, based on test information formula analysis, a series of better Hierarchical Termination Rules of CAT with stratified strategy was proposed in the paper written by Zhou, Ding, and Wang (2008) . The results of Monte Carlo study showed that the proposed hierarchical termination rules could greatly improve efficiency and confidentiality of examination [10] .
The CAT designs might be influenced by the complexity of the IRT models. Chen, Ding, Lin, and Zhou (2006) got some valuable results based on Graded Response Model [11] , while Liu, Ding, and Lin (2008) explored the CAT of Generalized Partial Credit Model [12] . In the former research, they also discussed the effect of "shadow pool" on the uniformity of pool usage as well as the influence of different item parameter distributions and different ability estimation methods on the evaluation criteria of CAT. Simulation results showed adequate evaluation of the ISS that matched the estimate of an examinee's current trait level with the difficulty values across categories. Setting "shadow pool" in ISS was able to improve the uniformity of pool utilization. In a word, different distributions of the item parameter and different ability estimation methods affected the evaluation indices of CAT. The latter study argued that, despite both the Generalized Partial Credit Model (GPCM) and the Graded Response Model (GRM) are within the range of a polytomously scored model, they differ from each other. In the GRM, the item grade difficulties ascend monotonously as the grades increase; while the GPCM shows the performing process of the item, which is separated into some line-steps to put forwards. In the GPCM, each item contains several step parameters, and there are no specific rules governing them. The posterior step cannot advance when the earlier step has not been completed, and the posterior's step parameter may be lower than that of the previous one. Considerable research is already being conducted on CAT using the GRM; however, in China, there are few reports pertaining to research on CAT using the GPCM. In the study, on the condition that the examinee's trait level followed normal distribution, the application results of the ISS and the item step parameter distribution shared a very close relationship. (1) If the item's step parameters followed a normal distribution, the efficiency of the ISS for a random step parameter matching the trait level was much better than that for others. (2) If the item's step parameters followed a uniform distribution, the efficiency of the item selection strategy for the item's average step parameter matching the trait level was much better than that for others.
Cognitive Diagnosis CAT
Item Response Theory (IRT) developed by overcoming the limitations of Classical Test Theory (CTT), under the assumption of unidimensionality, local independence and monotonicity. IRT takes the Latent Trait Theory (LTT) as the foundation, uses its supposition of Item Characteristic Curve (ICC) to model, and has three basic models: Normal ogive Model, Rasch Model and Logistic Model. The practical application of the IRT models has been achieved in two areas: computerized adaptive testing and cognitive diagnosis theory (CD) (Li, Duan, and Zeng, 2007) [13] .
Lin and Ding (2007) designed a CAT with Cognitive Diagnosis. With the help of the methods for "Diagnosis first, Ability estimation second", the knowledge state conversion diagram was used to describe all the possible knowledge states in a domain of interest and the relation among the knowledge states at the diagnosis stage, where a new strategy of item selection based-on the algorithm of Depth First Search was proposed. On the other hand, those items that contain attributes which the examinee has not mastered were removed in ability estimation. At the stage of accurate ability estimation, all the items answered by each examinee not only matched his/her ability estimated value, but also were limited to those items whose attributes have been mastered by the examinee. They used Monte Carlo Simulation to simulate all the data of the three different structures of cognitive attributes in this study. It can be concluded that the results are favorable. The rate of cognitive diagnosis accuracy has exceeded 80% in each experiment, and the Recovery is also good. Therefore, it should be an acceptable idea to construct an initiatory CAT system for cognitive diagnosis, if researchers use the methods for "Diagnosis first, Ability estimation second" with the help of both knowledge state conversion diagram and the new strategy of item selection based-on the algorithm of Depth First Search [14] .
Recently, the cognitive diagnosis which can effectively diagnose students' knowledge states has become one of important parts of research on CAT, but most of the researches are based on dichotomous scoring model, the extent of which is not applied extensively (Zhou, Ding, and Chen, 2007) . So research in the cognitive diagnosis under polytomous scoring model is very meaningful. Cognitive diagnosis CAT based on Polytomous Scoring Model has been researched and developed in the paper. The examinee's ability has been estimated after carrying out cognitive diagnosis under the Samejima Graded Response Model. The results of this design indicate that accuracy of the CAT's diagnosis is comparative higher and steadier, the ability of evaluation was also more accurate and safer [15] .
Cognitive diagnosis is important part in the intelligent tutoring system. Combined with Tatsuoka's rule space model and the attribute hierarchy method (AHM), formal concept analysis (FCA) is applied in CD-CAT (Yang, Cai, Ding, Ding, 2008) [16] . Taking a concept lattice is served as the model, and the technology of item bank construction, item selection strategies in CD-CAT and estimation method are used to design an initiatory and systemic CD-CAT, and it can diagnose examinees real time. The result of Monte Carlo study shows that examinees knowledge states are well diagnosed and the precision in examinees abilities estimation is above 89%.
Stand-alone or Network
A research group (2002) emphasized the design of the CAT on line from the aspects of theory [17] and practice [18] . They designed the system of the computerized adaptive test on item response theory and 2-Parameter Logistic Model. During the process they constructed items bank (including item user and calculation) with Access Database completed interface between user and server by using HTML language and wrote CGI program (containing several modules) by using VB language. Hence computerized adaptive test of chemistry on Web was accomplished. Yin (2006) also developed a preventive medicine CAT system based on ASP.net [19] .
Rooted on the four-building-block theory, Wang and Huang (2006) created a 30-item test which contains 6 parts and 5 items in each. A set of 175 Chinese students (aged from 6 to 14) took the test. Rasch analysis showed that local item dependence was negligible. The test reliability was .85. The persons and the items had a good match. A set of 9 items had difficulties slightly beyond the authors' expectation. Only 5 items did not fit the model's expectation very well, and no items had substantial gender differential item functioning. The correlation between the duration of English learning and the person measures was .40. Finally, they convinced that online computerized adaptive testing could be feasible on the basis of the item bank checked in the paper [20] .
Perspectives of CAT in China

From simulating data to real data
It is quite clear that most researches of CAT used purely simulated data, and Monte Carlo method is the favorite approach to create those data. Of course, real data collection is costly and time-consuming, while it must be done on the behalf of validity.
From ability CAT to personality CAT
Chinese researchers might pay less attention to personality CAT than foreign scholars. Fayers(2007) applied item response theory and computer adaptive testing to deal with the challenges for health outcomes assessment [21] . Walter, Becker, Bjorner, Fliege, Klapp, and Rose (2007) developed a computer adaptive test for Anxiety [22] . Also, D-CAT (a computer-adaptive test for depression) was designed by Fliege, Becker, Walter, Bjorner, Klapp and Rose (2005) [23] . It is certain that similar researches could be conducted in the Mainland of China.
Further combinations with various methods
CAT is highly efficient, but not perfect. People always seek improvements within itself or from outside. CAT needs combine with more methods or models to fit new problems. Tu (2009) did a good job, connecting CAT with Cognitive Diagnosis and Item Auto-Generation technique, which will evoke more similar researches in Chinese Mainland [24] .
Equity within and between CATs and other exam forms
Equity is quite important for comparison, assessment, item bank construction, et al. Thomasson (1997) introduced the goal of equity within and between computerized adaptive tests and paper and pencil forms [25] , but little efforts were conducted in Chinese Mainland.
Differential item functioning detection in CAT
In China, Few published papers were found on differential item functioning (DIF) detection in CAT. However, Fayers (2007) concerned the application to DIF in CAT [21] . More early, Nandakumar, and Roussos (2001) used a modified SIBTEST procedure to detect DIF in CAT [26] . DIF research can't be ignored in CAT as well as in other exam forms.
It depends
In fact, exams influence every Chinese's life greatly. The reforms of exams, especially the nationwide exams, always face terrible debates. As far as CAT is concerned, it is very popular among related researchers, while it is very hard to let every Chinese student sit down to take a certain exam through computer whether stand-alone or network.
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